I INTRODUCTION
In the framework of the discussion on what shape our future machine arsenal should take so as to maximize our chances of penetrating beyond the realm where our astonishingly successful Standard Model of Particle Interactions holds undisputed sway, the present contribution is somewhat unusual: I am not here to convince our community to build yet another machine. Instead, my task is to convince you that in the established choices that we are headed towards, it is of great importance that the Electron Collider of the next generation, i.e., in the 0.5 to 1.5 TeV energy range, should be con gured just such, as an Electron collider, NOT dedicated to just one incoming charge state say, e + e , .
Now that we h a v e exceeded the energy range that can be reached with circular recirculating machines, we are freed from the need to have oppositely charged electrons as projectiles and targets. The colliding linac con guration sets no preferential condition on the chosen net charge; in fact, this is the rst time we h a v e a machine that may w ell serve to collide a variety of initial states at full energy 2E B and luminosity e + e + , e + e , , e , e , , or at slightly reduced center-of-mass energy, but still full luminosity e , .
I will not belabor the case for initial states including high-energy photons beyond mentioning, in Section IV, the intimate connection that a successful realization of these collisions has with the availability of a high-quality e , e , facility. Rather, I will attempt to show, brie y, that there is little if any problem in con guring an Electron Collider such that it can be run in either charge mode with comparable performance characteristics, excepting only the polarization parameter; and I will proceed to show y ou the very rich p h ysics potential of the e , e , collision mode|some of it unique, some complementary to the promise of the more thoroughly discussed e + e , collision mode.
Before embarking on this enterprise, it is fair to remind you that the rst electron collider was, in fact, built for the explicit purpose of testing the limits of precision to which the Standard Model of the 1950s, Quantum Electrodynamics, could be shown to follow its theoretically accepted pattern: Barber, c 1995 American Institute of Physics 1
Gittelman, O'Neill, and Richter built their e , e , circular collider, with two rings, on the Stanford Campus, and were able to reach center-of-mass energies of 1012 MeV, at which they tested M ller scattering for possible cuto or form factor e ects. The rst step toward testing the broader, emerging Standard Model that included the strong and weak interactions, showed the virtues of using e + e , annihilation, and led to the immensely successful operation of a slew of storage rings that would teach us a large fraction of our present state of knowledge, was initiated in Frascati by Bruno Touschek with his ADA ring 1 . Today's running of LEPII is, beyond any doubt, the last hurrah of the circular e + e , machines|and it would be disingenuous to suggest installation of a second ring in its tunnel for the purpose of running e , e , experiments. Fortunately, the Linear Electron Colliders, the NLC version of which i s described in detail in these proceedings, have no problem worth mentioning being con gured in the e , e , or, should that be of separate interest, the e + e + initial state.
II MACHINE CONSIDERATIONS
Linear acceleration of electrons and positrons is identical once the phase di erence with regard to the RF eld is taken into account. What is not identical is the emittance of the beams entering the linac structure, and, as a result, the potential phase space e ects due to wake elds building up in the accelerating structure. More di erentiation needs to be considered for the interaction of the accelerated beams at the interaction point: the luminosity that can be reached with oppositely charged beams is enhanced by the electrostatic attraction of the two beams pinch e ect"; conversely, like-charge beams repel each other and blow up" the interaction area anti-pinch". Also, there is the need for di erent handling of the spent" beams beyond the interaction point|particularly in the case of non-zero crossing angle: like-sign beams need more attention because they do not automatically follow the optical path of the oppositely moving antiparticle, up to ejection into a beam dump. While all of these points are basically amenable to given technical solutions, there is one qualitative di erence that cannot be made up for in any known way: electron guns can easily reach high degrees of polarization for the emerging e , beams, and we do not believe there is any relevant limitation as to the available intensity. 80 polarized electrons are routinely used at SLAC, and there is no reason to believe that this value cannot be raised to above 90 in the intermediate time frame. It turns out that this capability is of immense value for the enhancement o f a n umb e r o f B e y ond-the-Standard-Model e ects, and for the suppression of backgrounds, as we will see below. For positron beams, there is strictly no way to reach similarly high polarization values; a numb e r o f s c hemes are being tested, but there is no hope of reaching anything 3 beyond about 60|which is not su cient for precision work in a number of connotations.
Fairly detailed studies of the generalized luminosities L in terms of incident Gaussian bunches were made by J. E. Spencer 2 . He points out that while it would be nice to put the full current a v ailable from the gun, per RF pulse of the linac, into a single bunch for acceleration, this would be highly undesirable for reasons of emittance growth, energy spread, and beamstrahlen intensities. Rather, he plays a number of scenarios with multi-bunch operation n B 1 and f T , the number of bunch trains per second which is the same as the RF rep rate. With N B the number of electrons per bunch and a luminosity enhancement or disruption factor H D , the luminosity can be expressed as
Here, is an e ciency factor which m a y w ell approach 1, and the are geometrical transverse spot sizes. Multibunch trains of n B = 100 will help to distribute the total charge per RF pulse more evenly down the linac structure, which m a y w ell help to make electron currents easier to raise than positron currents that are injected into the linac from cooling rings. Many practical problems have to be addressed|the multibunch operation will necessitate a crab-crossing interaction geometry, and overall luminosity optimization m a y w ell make a plasma lens advisable for the compensation of the electrostatic beam-beam repulsion 3 |but overall there is an expectation that the implementation of a highly stable e , e , operation of the Next Linear Collider will have little trouble coming in with luminosities commensurate with what an e + e , version of the same machine can do.
Given the high demands on instrumentation that will be needed to produce e cient photon beams from laser photons backscattered within less than 1 cm of the IR o the incident electron beams, it will be very unwise to couple e , e , experimentation a priori with e and or operation. Rather, the urgency of the physics program that can fruitfully be addressed by the e , e , mode argues powerfully for the implementation of the electron electron version early on, at turn-on time of the colliding linacs. The physics motivations that will have to decide on the appropriate initial-state choice therefore are our paramount i n terest.
III PHYSICS PROMISE
In discussing the motivations for implementing the electron-electron version of the Next Linear Collider or its equivalent, we will follow roughly the 1996 Snowmass Study organization. In an attempt to highlight both the uniqueness of the goals that lend themselves to experimental investigation from an e , e , 4 initial state and the complementarity of the di erent approaches, we will treat a few problems in more detail than others; this will serve to illustrate the strengths of this channel, but does not imply a lack o f i n terest in the studies more cursorily advanced below. We hope to rectify any such impression by the concluding compilation of which p h ysics problem will be accessible to which type of experimental approach.
A Weak Electroweak Symmetry Breaking: Higgs Bosons
Whether the LHC and or the Tevatron manage to nd credible evidence for Higgs boson production, it is almost certain that the Electron Collider will play a pivotal role in the investigation of the Higgs sector of electroweak symmetry breaking EWSB. The much-touted discovery channel for the e + e , version of our collider is via the Higgs radiation" graph of e + e , annihilation into a virtual Z boson Fig. 1a . While this graph provides a good signature particularly for the fraction where the Z decays into muon pairs and a sizeable cross-section close to threshold, its production rate drops with 1 s. At higher energies, W Wfusion and ZZfusion Fig. 1b take o v er; but while the rst of these has a factor of ten cross-section advantage over the latter, the undetectable neutrinos in the nal state much decrease the discovery potential of this process, whereas the latter has the advantage of furnishing us with the scattered electron-positron pair for nal-state reconstruction. This is where the e , e , initial state takes over Fig. 1c : like-sign electron pairs are a rare background product, so that, for the kinematic region p s 2 : 5 m H , the process e , e , ! e , e , H provides the favored discovery and study channel. In a recent paper, Minkowski 4 investigated the usefulness of this method for a detailed study of Higgs boson production and decay b y means of a good measurement of the tagged electron angles and energies: the central mass is well resolved by M 2 rec = p rec 2 ; 2 its decay can be subsequently determined. This procedure has several signal advantages: a. In contrast to the Higgsstrahlung graph in e + e , annihilation, the ZZ fusion cross-section saturates above the threshold region; it becomes proportional to m 2 Z , and it does not depend much on the scalar mass as long as this is well below the center-of-mass energy at which the measurement is being performed. b. Once our detector imposes an angular cut say, o f a v e degree cone in the forward and backward directions, the cross-section becomes geometric and decreases as s ,1 cf. Fig. 2 , but remains roughly independent o f t h e scalar mass. c. There is essentially no in uence on the event rates shown, for typical parameters, in Fig. 3 3 the detector-imposed small-angle cut serves to diminish the background signal by virtue of the fact that many of the nal-state electrons will exit at smaller angles.
d. The central mass thus studied may well decay invisibly"|say, into gluino pairs|and it will not detract from our discovery potential; this is indicated in the mass plot shown in Fig. 4 : the mass peak is strictly due to the nal electrons' kinematics, while the background is due to added W pair production.
Obviously, this measurement is applicable to all CP-even scalars, such a s either the basic H boson or its MSSM minimal supersymmetric cousin h; it changes only in angular distribution for the CP-odd A boson. If the LHC or the Tevatron discover any of these, our process may w ell help de ne the optimal running energy of an NLC, for a detailed and clean investigation of Higgs boson properties. 
B Extended Higgs Sector
Whereas neutral Higgs boson production will occur in minimal or extended models of mass generation, so that its observation will not eo ipso give de nitive answers to the scenario in which they make their appearance, singly or doubly charged scalars are more speci c to the models which contain them as telling components. Clearly, c harge, helicity, and weak hypercharge conservation permit the e , e , initial state with adjustable helicities to fathom a broad class of extended models. In the simplest tree-level realization of such extensions|most familiar t o u s from the MSSM framework|there is a minimal two-Higgs-doublet scenario. 4 with two negative W bosons scattering into two negative Higgs bosons, and missing momentum taking the place of the unobserved neutrinos in the nal state cf. Fig. 5 . Rizzo 5 studied this process in some detail and points out that, while the bare tree-level MSSM H , H , production cross-section is probably below detection level at an NLC, radiative corrections will raise the cross-section dramatically. Once we g o b e y ond a basic two-doublet model, it may take some care to remain within the bounds of the = 1 condition, but there are credible choices that add various basic triplet scalars for a relatively simple version, see Ref. 6 . Spontaneous symmetry breaking within a custodial SU2 framework leads to physical 5 and 3 scalar representations with singly and doubly charged Higgs bosons. Depending on parameter choices that include a possible resonance structure if the quintuplet mass is more than twice that of the triplets, such scenarios may w ell lead to wide variations in the resulting cross-sections, up to values in the 100 fb region.
Gunion 7 devoted a special study to the chances of discovering doubly charged Higgs bosons in e , e , scattering: given that we h a v e no clear idea on the presumptive coupling strength c ee for direct H ,, e , e , coupling Fig. 6b , we h a v e to resort to H ,, production via W , W , fusion shown in Fig. 6a | which occurs to the tune of a full unit of R the QED width for e + e , ! + , at given energy, illustrated for various m H values in Fig. 7 . The H ,, states may decay via W , H , , adding special spice to this eld of inquiry.
Given that any putative e ect can immediately be killed by appropriate manipulation of the incoming helicity, it becomes obvious that an electronelectron collider provides the ideal laboratory for the investigation of a large set of extended Higgs sector scenarios. 
C Supersymmetry
In the coming years, the frenzied search for Supersymmetry signals will doubtlessly continue at LEPII and at the Tevatron. But it can con dently beanticipated that we will need higher-energy electron colliders for dedicated and focused studies of many relevant SUSY parameters|even though the rst discoveries may w ell precede their turn-on. A detailed investigation of the sparticle mass spectrum, of decay distributions, and of all the relevant couplings will be much helped by the tight control we h a v e o v er the energy and polarization of our incident beams. The electron-electron mode, simply by dint of its easily controlled helicities, is particularly suited to do selectron searches, to measure neutralino masses, and to determine the most important U1 and SU2 couplings.
The rst of these concerns is well-illustrated in a study by Cuypers et al. 7 , who studied the production of selectron pairs and chargino pairs in electronelectron collisions as in Figs. 8a and 8b. As Peskin points out in his SUSY lecture notes 8 , the preferential coupling of e , R to the selectron causes production cross-sections to be widely di erent b y three orders of magnitude for the RR vs LL incoming helicity combinations, as shown in Fig. 9 . That, in turn, has the considerable advantage of decoupling the right-handed incoming electrons, preferred for selectron pair production, from the W , emitted in the lowest-order background graphs. The principal remaining background process in the nal state e , e , plus missing transverse momentum from unobserved neutralinos would be due to the reaction e , e , ! e , e , Z 0 Z 0 ! : direct measurement of the masses both of the selectron and of the lightest neutralino. The chargino pair production process Fig. 8b pro ts even more from the well-de ned helicity content of the initial state: charginos couple only to left-handed leptons, so that only the LL combination will contribute. The fact that their masses as well as their couplings to selectrons in the decay channel that leaves only a neutrino unobserved are functions of the three SUSY parameters tan , , and M 2 , further enhances the status of a clean search as an agent for a fuller exploration of our most elegant candidate for an extension of the Standard Model.
In the same vein, it is important to notice that for the case where the higgsino is the lightest SUSY particle, the masses of neutralino and chargino are closely spaced; this makes the like-sign selectron pair production process, the background of which is depressed by about an order of magnitude below the e + e , case, particularly signi cant.
D Strong EWSB: Strong WW Scattering
It is well-understood that, should we not nd an elementary Higgs boson well below the TeV level, the Higgs mechanism will have to be impersonated by a new strong interaction of longitudinal W bosons|dubbed the Fifth Force by M. Chanowitz 9 . This will lead to an entire eld of new dynamics that will have to be fully explored|as basic in the TeV region as scattering was below 1 GeV. This cannot possibly be exhausted at e + e , colliders, which are limited to the J = 0 , 1 ; I = 0 , 1 c hannels. Fig. 12 , where the high polarization we can achieve for both incoming channels enhances the cross-section by a factor of four: any observable signal can therefore be strengthened by a set of judicious cuts 10,11 . If we are really lucky, i t m a y w ell stick out prominently in the shape of a resonant scalar or vector state in the reconstructed W W or bb mass distributions. An example is shown in Fig. 13|which illustrates simultaneously the e ect of an extended Higgs sector cf. Fig. 6 . In particular, the radiative corrections are quite di erent i n t h e e , e , case, and should lead to added valuable information. As we are about to enter yet another energy regime of point-like" particle interactions, it is only natural that we ask for the reach which this regime holds with respect to a potential energy scale where the next layer of composite structure" might peel o . M ller scattering, it turns out, is more sensitive t o the appearance of a new compositeness scale than Bhabha scattering, due to crossing term cancellations in the cross-section calculations. T. Barklow 13 investigated this issue in terms of a 1= expansion of the relevant e ective Lagrangean density operator, where the relevant four-fermion operators are written in terms of pure helicity elds.
By measuring the angular distribution of M ller scattering over the angular range jcosj 0:9, 95 CL ts to the expected shape result in the sensitivities shown, assuming an integrated luminosity of 680 pb , 1s=M 2 Z for an easy comparison with existing PETRA limits, in Figs. 15 and 16 . The rst of these compares Bhabha with M ller scattering without giving the latter the bene t of polarization; clearly, e , e , must be the channel of choice at the energies covered in this plot. When we make the transition to polarized electrons, M ller scattering, at energies up to 1 TeV, is shown Fig. 16 to be superior by a considerable stretch, reaching well beyond 150 TeV in its substructure sensitivity|obviously a highly topical capability of the TeV Electron Collider. 
G New Gauge Bosons: Z 0 , Dileptons
Another standard quest, as we widen our kinematic parameter space, is the search for new gauge bosons|heavier Z 0 with either standard or exotic couplings, but potentially also more exotic bosons that might show u p a s s -channel structure in e , e , collisions.
The exchange of heavier Z 0 bosons in e + e , and e , e , scattering has been investigated in a sequential Standard Model, in LR-symmetric models, and in broader classes of models 14 16 . We limit ourselves to show, in Fig. 17 , how sensitive M ller scattering is in comparison to Bhabha scattering when it comes to resolving the coupling parameters v Z 0 , a Z 0 which e n ter into the crosssections, at 95 CL, for a Z 0 mass of 2 TeV, and an Electron Collider energy of 0.5 TeV. For M Z 0 p s, w e reach a better sensitivity in M ller scattering, where, again, an assumed 90 polarization makes a decisive di erence.
More dramatic e ects can be expected from dilepton more recently renamed BIlepton gauge bosons with two units of charge and lepton number, such a s P . F rampton has been proposing in his 331 model|which has the elegant implication of motivating the three-generation structure of the basic fermions in terms of a natural" triangle anomaly cancellation 17 . It turns out that such states might come naturally in SU15 grand unifying groups; with narrow widths, they would certainly lead to spectacular signals as schannel peaks decaying into back-to-back high-transverse-momentum like-sign lepton pairs Fig. 18 . Unmistakable nal-state signatures such a s t w o unaccompanied high-p T , like-sign leptons or two back-to-back jets that reconstruct to W masses, will be easily separated from backgrounds|and may therefore contribute to the resolution of two of the Standard Model's completely unexplained conundrums: the SM-sanctioned masslessness of neutrinos|through appropriate mass mixings|and the presently absent de nition of the proper eld operators for our neutral lepton sector.
The relevant scenario has been elaborated by Heusch and Minkowski 19 , including the compatibility of a possible detection with present limits on the observation of neutrinoless nuclear double beta decay 20 . Again, cross-sections are detectably large only in one helicity combination; this means that even a few characteristic events will be able to establish an e ect: a helicity ip in the incoming e , e , channel will have to eliminate the entire signal. Obviously, the possible existence|well above a n y mass level that would have lent itself to direct observation|of Majorana neutrinos, will have t o b e examined in the framework of rare decays they might help mediate. The ensuing range of possible cross-sections for our process is shown in Fig. 19 , as a function of collider energy 21 . A thorough examination of competing backgrounds 22 including only the hadronic decays of nal-state W's is shown in Fig. 20 . With anticipated collider luminosities, this energy range will fairly ensure detection within the rst year of e , e , operation. 
IV THE ELECTRON-ELECTRON COLLIDER AS A PARENT CONFIGURATION FOR ELECTRON-PHOTON AND PHOTON-PHOTON COLLISIONS
We mentioned in the introductory remarks that the Next Electron Collider will provide not only ee initial states at full energy and luminosity, but also e and collisions with somewhat commensurate parameters. To make this promise come true by means of the backscatter of TeraWatt-powered laser photons o the incident electrons, a number of di cult experimental and technical challenges will have to be mastered 23 . What concerns us in the present context is the need to have those laser photons scatter o highly polarized, fully accelerated electrons or positrons. an almost at distribution for y 0 : 7 builds up to a peak at the kinematic limit.
The motivation for this demand can easily be read o Figs. 21 and 22: Fig. 21 shows that the spectrum of the backscattered photons in the absence of electron polarization is essentially at, with some moderate peaking at the upper end. This is clearly unacceptable as a kinematical de nition of an incoming beam." In Fig. 22a , a fully polarized electron beam backscatters a like-helicity laser photon beam. The resulting backscattered like-helicity photon spectrum is very broad, and useless. Figure 22b , on the other hand, has opposite-helicity laser photons backscatter o a fully polarized electron beam: a sharply peaked, highly polarized backscattered photon beam ensues, and only the small low-energy tail has the opposite polarization. It is quite evident that there is no promise of useful photon-photon or electron-photon experimentation at the Electron Collider unless a high-quality e , e , version is implemented early on, and fully operational.
V CONCLUSION
As we are headed for a more closely de ned proposal stage for the Next Electron Collider, it is incumbent o n u s t o e v aluate with the greatest care the physics potential of the collider con guration we believe to maximize its usefulness at unravelling the questions we will be facing some ten years from now. Given that the accelerator physics community will have no trouble whatever coming up with a design that permits us the choice of electron-electron and electron-positron initial states with comparable luminosities, identical energies, but di ering helicity de nitions, it is now time to scuttle the historical preoccupation with the annihilation diagram that has given us much of what the past decades taught us about the Standard Model and its signal successes. It is imperative that, in a fresh start, we take the trouble to consider what behooves us most on the exploratory trail BEYOND the Standard Model. FIGURE 22. For highly polarized electrons, the spectrum and polarization of the backscattered photons is distinct. a For equal incident photon and electron helicities, the scattered photons have a broad distribution, and are highly polarized, retaining the incoming electron helicity. b For opposite incoming helicities, the spectrum is sharply peaked at the upper end, again with the incoming electron helicity. Only the broad low-energy tail has the opposite helicity. As we do so, it is worth our while to look at the available quantum numbers of the initial state in the electron-electron con guration: Table 3 gives that information. The examples we c hose above for an illustration o f a n e , e , physics program argue powerfully for a clean slate from which t o c hoose among available incoming states when the time for decisions comes. Table 4 gives a possibly helpful overview of the principal topics we will want to attack once the new device is available some ten years hence: let us make sure our hardware| accelerator, interaction regions, and detectors will permit us to make the most promising and comprehensive c hoice freely at that time. TABLE 4 . A listing of topics that will be investigated at a TeV-level linear collider. Check marks show the complementarity with which di erent initial states contribute prominently to their study. They also stake out unique contributions that the e , e , option will be able to make.
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